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S t a t s

FY18 Business & Industry Services
Clock Hours by Class Type:

Classes: 2,059
Enrollments: 24,910

Client Based Consulting Services – 932

Safety – 3,895

Clock Hours: 7,663

Community Services/Non-Reimbursed – 12

Safety Consulting Services – 585

Contact Hours: 67,980

Customized Industry – 2,237

FY18 Foundation
Scholarship total: $17,009

FY18 District Stats
Revenues:

Expenditures:

83% Local Taxes

60% Full-Time Programs

8% State Taxes

21% Capitol Outlay

5% Tuition & Fees

10% Busine ss & Industry

4% Federal Taxes

Northeast Tech receives funding from three sources: local
taxes, state taxes and federal taxes. In comparison, in common
education the funding proportions are 30% local, 60% state
and 6% federal. Most of Northeast Tech’s funding comes
from property taxes paid by people who own property within
Northeast Tech’s service area.

9% Adult & Career
Development

Northeast Tech has two primary funds in the budget: the
general fund and the building fund. General fund covers
expenses like payroll and utilities, while the building fund
is used by the district to pay for construction projects and
maintenance items.

Enrollment:
Program Completers – 855
Occupational Completers – 186
Leavers – 62
Transfers – 49
Retained in Program – 259

Student Placement:
Continuing Education – 530
Employed in Related Field – 382

Enrolled – 1,411

Employed in Unrelated Field – 52
Not in Labor Force – 29
Seeking Employment – 22
Military – 21
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Dustin Stewart (Adair) competed
in and won the SkillsUSA
State Competition for mobile
electronics and advanced to the
national competition where he
placed third. Stewart is one of
42 Northeast Tech students
to compete in a national
skills contest this year.

Forty-two Northeast
Tech students advance
to national skills competitions
From May until July, thousands of students from across the
nation participate in state-wide contests as part of their chosen
CareerTech Student Organization. Only the top three finishers
advance to the national competitions, and this year 42 students
from Northeast Tech earned the right to represent Oklahoma at
the national competitions.
SkillsUSA, Business Professionals of America (BPA) and the
HOSA Future Healthcare Professionals are just three of several
CareerTech Student Organizations available to students across
the nation. Each organization hosts local, state and national
competitions in which students put their trade skills to the test
against peers from across the country.
“Our board and instructors realize the importance of
these competitions, not only for the skills and professional
networking opportunities it brings to the students, but also
because it expands their world a little bit,” said Northeast Tech
Superintendent Fred Probis. “For that reason, our district sends
a number of students to the competitions each year.”
Among those who went to the SkillsUSA National competition
in Louisville were nine students from the Claremore Campus,
three of whom earned a place on the podium during the awards
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ceremony. Dustin Stewart (Adair) placed third in the Mobile
Electronics Installation competition, and Whitney Cunningham
(Tulsa) and Christopher Orcutt (Claremore) placed third in their
category at the HOSA National Competition.
“Having the medal draped around my neck was my favorite
moment of the week,” Stewart said. “The many hours of
studying paid off.”
While Stewart was competing in Louisville, his Claremore
classmates – Cunningham and Orcutt – were at the HOSA
National Competition in Dallas, where they placed third in the
CPR and First Aid competition.
“The hardest part of the team competition was working in sync
with a partner. We each knew our skills, but being prepared to
work together in sync was tough,” Cunningham said. “I don’t
know if I have a favorite moment of the week, I think the entire
experience was a lot of fun.”

Jay High School student
Jesse Downing (left) was
one of 10 students from the
Northeast Tech Kansas
Campus who attended a
national skills competition
as part of his CareerTech
training. His instructor,
Crystal Beyers, (right) was
present with Downing at the
2018 Business Professional
of America (BPA) National
Competition, where he
won first place in the
Mobile Application
competition.
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Jay student wins BPA
National Championship
for mobile app
development
Jay High School student Jesse Downing was one of 10 students
from the Northeast Tech Kansas Campus who attended a
national skills competition as part of his CareerTech training,
and he was the first to return as a national champion.
“When my name was called as the national champion, I was a
bit surprised. I knew that I made Top Ten so would be going
on stage no matter what but I expected to get second or third
place,” Downing said. “When they called the names of the third
and second place winners I figured that I didn’t even make
Top Three, so I was a little shocked when they said that I was
the champion.”
Downing is enrolled in the Business Administration, Multimedia
and Graphics Program at Northeast Tech, and as part of his
training, he participates in the Business Professionals of America
(BPA). The mobile app he developed landed him in the Top Ten
at the BPA State Competition earlier this year, earning a trip to
the BPA National Competition in Dallas.
“The mobile applications contest that I entered required that
I create a social media application, more specifically one that
has features other social medias lack,” Downing said. “The
application that I created was for Business Professionals of
America, and now that the contest is over, if BPA wanted to
develop the application further I would love to help them any
way I can. If not, it will stay a prototype.”

“The hardest part of the
competition for me was getting
over my nervous, shy nature,” said
Downing. “This competition required me
to not only create an app, but also pitch the idea to
judges and anyone else who wanted to hear about it. This
required talking to countless strangers – something that I don’t
like to do.”
But with the help of his peers and his Northeast Tech
Instructor, Crystal Beyers, Downing was able to overcome his
apprehension, win a National Championship and have a little
fun along the way.
Downing’s plans after graduation include entering the workforce,
preferably in a graphic design or program development capacity.
As he looks forward to that transition, he has a bit of advice for
those students still in high school.
“I would tell students who are considering attending Northeast
Tech to go for it. For high school students it is free and there
isn’t a down side,” said Downing. “You get basically a college
education for free, not to mention it looks great on a resume.”
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Northeast Tech administrators recently
enlisted the services of Brewer Construction
to transform one of the Pryor Campus’s
vacant buildings into a new home for the
electrical program. The 9,300 square foot
building provides students with more
space, new training technology and
classroom and shop environments
better suited to modern
learning needs.
Brewer, president of Brewer Construction, has played a lead role
in managing the construction process, which included a great
deal of pre-planning research.

Students return to
remodeled program space
Commuters driving past Northeast Tech’s Pryor Campus have
likely noticed ongoing construction on one of the buildings
nearest to Highway 20. Formerly used for the Manufactory
Industrial Technology (MIT) program, the renovated building
now houses the district’s highly popular electrical program.
“The class is busting at the seams,” said Electrical Instructor
Rodney Darnell. “The old classroom and shop spaces were not
designed for the number of students we have enrolled in the
program nor do they have the space needed for training with the
many new types of technology in the electrical industry.”
In order to better accommodate the spatial and technology
needs of the program, the district enlisted the services of
Brewer Construction to transform one of the campus’s vacant
buildings into a new home for the electrical program. Chad
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“This project is unique in that we designed it around the existing
building, which saved the taxpayers a lot of money,” Brewer
said. “The savings is upwards of $200-250 thousand, because
we used materials that were already here – the masonry, the
steel, the concrete – yet when we’re done, you won’t even know
those materials were already here. It’s going to look like a brand
new facility.”
Officials at Northeast Tech chose to use the construction
management process for this 9,300 square foot remodel, which
included an addition of 1,500 square feet to the building’s
original footprint. Construction management brings together
the owner, architect and contractor at the beginning of the
process to not only establish a budget, but to make sure the
design and construction activities stay within that budget.
“One of the things we’re losing in the construction industry
is craftsmanship – people who take pride in what they do. I
think some of the young people see the learning environments
in construction trades as antiquated, with poor ventilation
and poor lighting,” said Brewer. “When we can get a fun,
contemporary environment like what will be in this facility, it’s a
chance to create a learning environment that might rekindle the
craftsman trade.”

Art Teacher Kim Heckenkemper
practices her airbrushing skills
with the assistance of Auto
Collision Instructor Josh Hanshaw.
Heckenkemper was one of nearly
20 teachers who participated in the
day-and-a-half long workshop
known as TECHsperience.

Local teachers participate
in TECHsperience summer camp
Just days after the end of their regular school year, nearly 40 high
school teachers gathered at Northeast Tech’s Afton & Claremore
Campuses for a unique summer camp geared toward educators.
“We often hear, ‘I had no idea you did that at Tech,’ so this event
is just one more way for us to educate our stakeholders about
what’s possible with CareerTech training,” said Northeast Tech
Afton Student Advisor Tobie Gatewood.
The day-and-a-half long workshop was designed to give high
school educators a hands-on learning experience with their
local CareerTech Center. They got to know Northeast Tech’s
instructors and learned about not only the training that takes
place at Northeast Tech, but also the job opportunities available
to students once they complete a program.
“High school teachers are some of the most influential people in
a student’s life,” said Northeast Tech Claremore Student Advisor
Paula Reed. “We want these local teachers to have an in-depth
knowledge of what we offer at Northeast Tech, because their
students depend on that guidance.”
TECHsperience participants were divided into small groups and
led through a variety of activities in seven of the Northeast Tech
programs. Guests learned about rockets and propulsion in the
Pre-Engineering program, operated a drone in the Animation
and Digital Technology program, and covered a number of

hands-on topics while visiting the Health Careers
program. The teachers learned about the job outlook
in the Auto Collision field before trying their hand at
airbrushing, dabbled in project management in the technologyinfused EAST classroom, tried their hand at capping cables in the
Home Automation classroom, and completed a wiring project in
the Electrical shop.
John Medlin, a teacher at Commerce High School, most enjoyed
learning how to draw blood and give shots, but he also walked
away with a new appreciation for the Northeast Tech instructors.
“I was surprised at not only the breadth of the programs being
offered, but also at the depth of the instructors’ knowledge,”
Medlin said. “When you see how much knowledge the instructors
have and how they can benefit the students, it leaves a big
impression.”
TECHsperience rotates among Northeast Tech’s four campuses
on a yearly basis, giving teachers from throughout the district
an opportunity to apply for the program. The program will be
hosted at Northeast Tech’s Pryor Campus in the summer of 2019.
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During the summer
of 2018, Northeast Tech
partnered with the Cherokee
Nation to bring an Oklahoma
Works Apprenticeship
Program to Pelco Structural
in Claremore. The steel-pole
manufacturer hired four new
apprentices as the company’s
first enrollees in the program,
which assists in filling the
skills gap in the current
workforce by providing job
and classroom training.

Northeast Tech addresses
workforce needs with customized
apprenticeship program

“It’s definitely a benefit,” said apprentice Edan Cole. “Not very
many companies want to take the time to put people in school
to have great welders in the shop. But Pelco wanted us to learn
the right way, and I’m really grateful for that.”

During the summer of 2018, Northeast Tech partnered with the
Cherokee Nation to bring an Oklahoma Works Apprenticeship
Program to Pelco Structural in Claremore.

As part of the apprenticeship program, the participants
completed a four-week, 160-hour training program at Northeast
Tech’s Pryor Campus. They then transitioned into their positions
at Pelco Structural.

“I absolutely believe that investing in people helps you retain
good employees,” said Pelco Structural President Phil Albert.
“So it just made sense for us to partner with Oklahoma Works.
Thanks to the help we got from Northeast Tech, we are able
to do that and provide a very competent training program that
allows someone with no welding experience to spend some time
at Northeast Tech and on the floor here at Pelco to hone and
develop the kinds of skills that would make them successful in
our workplace.”
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The steel-pole manufacturer hired four new apprentices as
the company’s first enrollees in the program, which assists in
filling the skills gap in the current workforce by providing job
and classroom training. Those employees are Justin Corley
of Owasso, Justin Copeland of Verdigris, Edan Cole of Sand
Springs and Taylor Bailey of Tulsa. Pelco asked the participants
to sign a one-year commitment to the program to help address
the shortage of welders in northeast Oklahoma.

“Northeast Tech instructors invested their personal time for
about a month in coming over here and getting familiar with
what we do and how we do it and what’s important to us in terms
of being successful,” said Albert. “I can’t even begin to tell you
what an impression that’s made on my whole workforce.”
According to Oklahoma Works, a 23-percent skills gap
exists between Oklahoma’s current workforce and what
employers need.

Northeast Tech hosted the Oklahoma
Educators & Industry Partnerships
(OEIP) teacher camp this past June,
and 52 teachers from across the
state spent three days learning about
careers in industry and manufacturing.
The tech center joined MidAmerica
Industrial Park, the Oklahoma
Department of Career and Technology
Education and Rogers State University
in sponsoring this event.

Northeast Tech hosts area
teachers for OEIP camp
This summer, while students were enjoying their time away
from school, their teachers were already busy gearing up for the
school year. Northeast Tech was pleased to host the Oklahoma
Educators & Industry Partnerships (OEIP) teacher camp this
past June. The tech center joined MidAmerica Industrial Park,
the Oklahoma Department of Career and Technology Education
and Rogers State University to take teachers from across the
state on a tour of some of our district’s industry partners.
“MidAmerica Industrial Park has hosted a Teacher Camp for
several years,” said Northeast Tech Director of Business &
Industry Services Liberty Shere. “This year we were able to join
forces and also connect them with the Oklahoma Department
of Career Tech. These combined resources made for an even
better experience for the teachers who attended.”
The group of 52 teachers represented 11 public school
districts served by the Northeast Tech district, including
Adair, Chouteau-Mazie, Claremore, Foyil, Inola, JustusTiawah, Pryor, Sequoyah and more. Additionally, 20 other
districts across the state of Oklahoma sent teachers, some
from as far away as Noble, Moore and Enid. The teachers
visited several facilities including NORDAM, GRDA’s

Energy Center and Kerr Dam, Tulsa Port of Catoosa and
Baker Hughes.
“We were excited to host this fantastic opportunity for teachers
from our district and across the state to connect with our local
industry partners,” said Shere. “Our partners were so gracious
to open their doors, not just for a single tour, but for three full
days of tours. They understand that connecting with teachers is
critical to fulfilling their future workforce needs.”
STEM teachers were targeted for attendance and in their first day
at the MidAmerica Expo, they were able to make solar-powered
cars and given the materials to take that experience back to their
classrooms to do the activity with their students, courtesy of
PITSCO. Each teacher also received a parachute kit to use in
their classroom. All teachers who attended also received a $125
VISA gift card and $250 to spend at PITSCO. Additionally,
eight teachers were awarded $750 grants from PITSCO. The
event was an overwhelming success and a worthwhile event for
our educators.
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Claremore students,
Markus Gunn (left) and
Barry Rolen, developed the
Museum Minute video series
for their project in the
Environmental & Spatial
Technology (EAST)® Program
at Northeast Tech’s
Claremore Campus.

Students make history with J.M. Davis Arms and
Smithsonian Museums
The J.M. Davis Arms and Historical Museum in Claremore and
the Environmental & Spatial Technology (EAST)® program
at Northeast Tech’s Claremore Campus joined forces to create
videos that are now part of the Smithsonian Museum’s Stories
from Main Street Program. Intended to spark youth engagement
and promote skill-building, the Stories program is a collaborative
project driven by students who develop videos that are shared
on the Smithsonian’s Museum on Main Street website, found at
https://museumonmainstreet.org.
The Stories program engages students with regional history and
connects them to invaluable resources at their local museums.
It also provides them with an opportunity to use professional
equipment and learn real-world skills. This year two EAST®
students, Markus Gunn and Barry Rolen, took on the challenge
of collaborating with these two museums as part of this program.
Northeast Tech’s EAST® program has served the Rogers County
community for the past nine years. All students – regardless of
past experience – are encouraged, expected and required to work
in teams that tackle self-selected community service projects.
“We were very excited this year to collaborate with the
Smithsonian on a project and receive grant monies for both
our program and the J.M. Davis to use in purchasing new
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equipment to enhance the museum for years to come,” said
EAST® Facilitator Brook Easton. “We have big plans for next
year by expanding the project to include augmented reality,
and we then want to take the virtual museum to the local
elementary schools.”
Funding for the Stories program is provided to Museum on Main
Street (MoMS) with internal support from the Smithsonian
Youth Access Grants Program. MoMS is a partnership between
the Smithsonian Institution’s Traveling Exhibition Service
(SITES) and state humanities councils. It was created to serve
museums, libraries and historical societies in rural areas, where
one-fifth of all Americans live. SITES connects Americans to
their shared cultural heritage though a wide range of exhibitions
about art, science and history, which are shown wherever people
live, work and play.
“The students worked directly with me on this entire
project,” said Davis Museum Curator, Jason Schubert. “Their
enthusiasm of working on a video project with the Smithsonian
involved was catching! It was fun to work on this project. The
Davis Museum has worked with students at the Claremore
Tech Center for four years now, and we are very pleased
with the work and the positive attitudes the students bring to
each project.”

2 0 1 7

Gideon Schneider
hugs Welch Skill Center
Director Twyla Snider at the
awards ceremony honoring he
and his classmates’ academic
accomplishments. Schneider
is one of seven students who
earned his welding state
certification thanks to a
partnership between the Welch
Skill Center and Northeast Tech
in Afton.
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Welch Skill Center is to provide enrichment and empowerment
to the students placed there. This is primarily done through skill
acquisition, GED preparation and testing, obtaining proper state
identification and studying for a driver’s test.
“I can’t say enough positive things about the community of
Welch. We wouldn’t be successful without their support,” said
Snider. “And the relationship with Northeast Tech has been so
good too. It’s not often that you have a partner who says, let’s sit
down and figure it out, and that’s what Mike does.”

Welch Skill Center graduates
earn certifications through
Northeast Tech

Mike Reece is the Adult Education director at Northeast Tech’s
Afton Campus, and as a lifelong educator, he jumped at the
chance to partner with Snider and her staff at the skill center.
After meeting with Snider to determine the students’ training
needs, Reece and his staff developed a 48-hour welding program
taught by Northeast Tech welding instructor, Corey Winesberg.

A few weeks before Christmas, family, friends, instructors and
members of the First Baptist Church of Welch gathered in the
church’s hospitality area to celebrate the accomplishments of
nine young men from the Welch Skills Center. High school
diplomas, GEDs and skills training were just some of the honors
accrued by the students being honored.

The students attend class on Northeast Tech’s campus twice a
week for three hours each session. At the end of the program,
they are eligible to take the welding certification test, and seven
of the nine students earned their state welding license. The
Office of Juvenile Affairs pays tuition and associated costs for
the students’ training at Northeast Tech, and both Snider and
Reece are hopeful to expand the program into other areas.

“This is big, guys. This is really big, and we’re all here to celebrate
this accomplishment in your life,” said Shelly Waller, the acting
director of the Oklahoma Office of Juvenile Affairs. “Mistakes
happen. What we have to do is focus on what we do with that. It
tells us who we will become. Start fresh with a blank page, and
start today.”
Waller was one of the guest speakers at the award ceremony,
along with Welch Skill Center Director, Twyla Snider. The
Welch Skill Center opened in July of 2015, in response to an
obvious need in Oklahoma for older youth to be dependent and
able to make their own way upon turning 18. The focus of the

“We’re currently offering a course in CNC machining, and
several of the students are doing very well in that program too,”
Reece said. “Looking ahead, we’d like to offer more certification
courses, as well as soft skill training that focuses on life skills
like how to tie a tie, create a resume and conduct an interview.”
While many of the students hail from local communities, it
is not uncommon for students from Tulsa, Oklahoma City or
Tahlequah to find placement at the Welch Skill Center. From
Reece’s perspective, that provides an opportunity to strengthen
the economy throughout the state.
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Board names new facility
in honor of long-time board
member Joe Hutchison
In the fall of 2017, members of Northeast Tech’s Board of
Education approved the renaming of the district’s newest
multipurpose meeting facility in honor of long-time board
member, Joe Hutchison. During the 17-18 school year, Hutchison
resigned from the board after 12 years of service.
“Joe was one of the people who made the Kansas Campus a
reality,” said Northeast Tech Superintendent Fred Probis in his
remarks to the board. “He was part of the group of community
leaders who saw a need for education and training in Delaware
County, and it’s thanks to his efforts that we’re all sitting
here today.”
Hutchison was born and raised in Eucha, Okla. He attended
elementary school at Eucha, went to Jay High School and then
graduated from Eastern A&M College in Wilburton. In 1957 he
signed a contract to play professional baseball with the Milwaukee
Braves – today’s Atlanta Braves – but chose not to pursue a
baseball career. Instead, he began a long career of service to his
community by accepting a job with the Oklahoma Department
of Wildlife, where he worked for 32 years.
“During that time I created a program to serve high school
dropouts in Kenwood,” Hutchison said. “I’d hire the young men
and women to perform odd jobs for the Oklahoma Department
of Wildlife, and through a partnership with Kenwood Public
Schools, more than 100 students obtained their GED. Several
even went on to enroll in the CareerTech system.”
This was but one of many acts of service to his community. From
1992 to 2004 Hutchison also served in the Oklahoma House of
Representatives for District 5 which includes Delaware, Craig
and Mayes Counties. In 2005, Hutchison was appointed to the
Zone 5 seat on the Northeast Tech Board of Education. After
fulfilling his appointed term, Hutchison was elected for three
consecutive terms of service, resigning in September of 2017.
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Long-time Northeast
Tech Board Member, Joe
Hutchison, (left) was recognized
by Superintendent Fred Probis
at the district’s groundbreaking
ceremony for a new facility at
the Kansas Campus. The 15,000
square foot addition includes
space for a Cosmetology
Program, as well as a
much-needed multipurpose
meeting space which is named
in honor of Hutchison.

“It has been a true pleasure to serve alongside Joe,” said Northeast
Tech Board Member Rosalie Griffith. “His experience has been
invaluable, and his vision for this campus led to the improvement
of countless lives in this community. He will be deeply missed,
and I’m glad we can honor him in this way.”
The facility that will bear Hutchison’s name was recently added
to the footprint of the Kansas Campus. The 15,000 square foot
addition includes space for a Cosmetology Program, as well as a
much-needed multipurpose meeting space for the community.
“We’ve named the multipurpose space in Joe’s honor,” Probis
said. “It seems only fitting that when the community gathers on
our campus, they do so in a room named in honor of one of the
people who made it possible.”
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Northeast Tech students Zane
Geoffry, Tanner Hess, and Zach
Abbott created EAST Tech
Camp. This event takes place
twice in May, and its goal is
to introduce middle school
students to various technology
careers and the tools used in
those jobs.

Student project aims at recruiting
future technology professionals
The Environmental and Spatial Technology (EAST)® program
at Northeast Tech’s Claremore Campus is a unique program
that uses project-based learning to train students for technology
careers. But because that description – and even the program
name – does little to explain what actually happens inside
the classroom, a group of students has decided to tackle that
challenge with a creative project.
“We wanted to give younger kids an early understand of what
CareerTech learning is, EAST in particular,” said Chelsea
student Zach Abbott. “There are a lot of misconceptions about
what we do and it’s hard to explain in five minute tours.”
The tours Abbott references are those that happen twice a
year at the Northeast Tech campuses. Sophomore and eighth
grade students from the local sending schools are bussed to
the campuses to visit the programs and learn more about the
training available at Northeast Tech.
“My first impression when touring as a sophomore was that this
was a computer class where they give you a book to teach you the

program,” said Verdigris student Tanner Hess. “I was completely
wrong. EAST is all self-directed learning, and because we do so
much community work, we’re forced to learn different skills to
meet client needs.”
Concerned that some students may be missing out on what the
EAST program has to offer, Abbott and Hess, along with their
classmates Zane Geoffry and Austin Dick, decided to create an
event to specifically bridge that knowledge gap.
“We came up with the idea of hosting an all-day camp where
we can teach middle school students some of the programs
and technology we use in EAST,” Hess said. “We will get them
acquainted with the basic tools we use in this program, and let
them have hands-on experience with the technology.”
Hess and his classmates learned several valuable lessons in event
planning – the importance of communication and the challenge
of rescheduling to account for the teacher walk-out to name a
few – but in the end, they felt the event was a success.
“We hosted workshops where we presented information and
walked them step-by-step through different projects,” said Hess.
“Lightroom, Photoshop, Tinkercad and Garage Band are some
of the software we covered, along with coding and RGIS.”
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Fairland students, Elizabeth
Boyd and Kathleen Schertz,
were two of more than 30 high
school girls who participated in
Northeast Tech’s Jobs for the
Girls event in early February.
The students toured the
electrical and pre-engineering
programs at the Afton Campus,
and it was in the later program
that the duo surprised
themselves by building a
succesful propulsion device.

Girls in northeast Oklahoma
encouraged to pursue
non-traditional careers
More than 150 girls from across Northeast Oklahoma
participated in a recruiting event aimed at educating girls about
lucrative, non-traditional careers. Known as, “Jobs for the
Girls,” the event not only gave the students an inside look at
multiple Northeast Tech programs, it also allowed them the
chance to try some of the skills learned in the programs.
“There are more than 750,000 jobs available right now in this
industry across the nation,” said Northeast Tech Pryor Auto
Service Instructor Alex Schmidt in his opening presentation to
the guests. “These are good paying jobs, and not all of them
require you to get your hands dirty.”
After giving a basic overview of the Auto Service program, the
skills required and job outlook, Schmidt then introduced three
of his current students who would serve as group leaders for the
hands-on activity. Their task, a multi-point inspection on the
trainer vehicles used in the programs.
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At the Afton Campus, the young ladies were immersed in the
Electrical and Pre-Engineering programs, where they completed
hands-on activities – a wiring project and building a propulsion
device – and heard from female mentors currently working
in industry. Relay Engineer Nishi Ninan, spoke to the girls
about her role as an engineer at GRDA and her journey to
become an engineer.
“I was very influenced by my father, who was a mechanical
engineer, and I knew I wanted to major in engineering since
I loved math and science,” said Ninan. “It is true that the
percentage of women in the power industry is low, but women
in the present era have all the opportunity to showcase their
abilities and contribute equally.”
And it was a career in IT that was on the agenda at the Claremore
Campus as 60 girls from Rogers County were introduced to the
Home Automation program.
“At first it was really intimidating, because I knew nothing
about computers,” said Sarah Juardo of Pinnacle Business. “But
someone came in to speak to our program - it was a woman and she inspired me. I could tell she enjoyed her job and she
made good money.”
Research suggests that girls want to have confidence they can
succeed before they are willing to try something new, and
creating that confidence is one of the goals with this program.
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Welding students and instructor
honored at State Capitol
In late March a group of students and their instructor
from the Afton Campus visited the State Capitol to receive
special recognition on the Floor of the Oklahoma House of
Representatives. Led by instructor Corey Winesburg, the welders
were honored for earning a world record in a rather unique feat
of engineering.
The road to a world record began in 2010 when Winesburg and
a group of student began the process of designing and building
a trebuchet to compete in the World Championship Punkin’
Chunkin’ competition.
“This began a class project intended to prepare my welding
students for the many different skills and environments found
in the welding industry,” Winesburg said. “We started with
a working prototype of the machine that is made of steel and
capable of throwing grapefruits over a 1/4 mile.”
Dubbed “Colossal Junior,” over the course of the next year this
small-scale trebuchet slowly morphed into the massive machinery
the students named, “Colossal Thunder.” Standing 27 feet tall,
Colossal Thunder uses 5,000 pounds of counterweight to throw
projectiles more than 3,000 feet in distance. Winesburg and a crew
of students took their machine to its first World Championship
Punkin’ Chunkin’ competition in 2012 where they won the
Youth Trebuchet Division World Championship with a world
record throw of 2,402 feet. They would win the Adult Division
three years later. Eight years and two world records under their
belt and Winesburg’s students are still making improvements to
their trebuchet which has gained global recognition.
“Our best throw was 3,278 feet, and to date, no other trebuchet
in the world has been able to match that,” said Winesburg.
“We’re just a bunch of welders from little towns in Northeast
Oklahoma, but we’re getting to show the world just what you can
accomplish with CareerTech training.”
But how did Winesburg and his students end up at the Capitol
this year? That can also be attributed to CareerTech training.
Representative Ben Loring was attending welding classes offered
through the Adult Education Program on the Afton Campus. He

In late March a group
of students and their instructor
from the Northeast Tech Afton
Campus visited the State Capitol
to receive special recognition
for their world records. From
left to right: Zack Vanpool,
Dylan McClain, Kevin Palmer,
Representative Ben Loring,
Corey Winesburg, Jonathan
Swartz, Representative Chuck
Hoskin and Representative
Josh West.

noticed Colossal Thunder sitting outside the shop and when he
learned of the group’s accomplishments, he invited them to the
Capitol in order to honor their work with a citation.
“For those of you who may not be familiar with that term –
trebuchet – that’s a fancy French term that means, something
that throws pumpkins a real far distance,” Loring said jokingly
from the podium of the House floor. He went on to describe
the process by which the trebuchet was built, its records and the
value of CareerTech training.
As for what the future holds for Colossal Thunder, Winesburg
and his students are hoping to defend their title in future
competitions, the next one of which takes place in Colorado. But
locals interested in seeing the trebuchet in action won’t have to
drive that far.
“For the last couple of years, we’ve brought Colossal Thunder
out to the Route 66 Punkin’ Chunkin’ Festival that happens
in October, and we’re hoping to be there again this year,”
Winesburg said. “To really appreciate the size and power of the
machine, you have to see it in person. When you do, I promise
you won’t forget it.”
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WHERE ARE
THEY NOW?
Rachel Crane attended the
cosmetology program at the
Northeast Tech Pryor campus
and graduated in 2003.
With the skills she learned
at Northeast Tech, Rachel
opened her own salon in her
hometown of Inola.
“Northeast Tech gave me the
skills and confidence to build
a career from something I love
doing,” Crane said. “I’ve been
able to provide a good life for
my two kids, and being my
own boss allows me to stay
involved in their activities.”

Client Spotlight
Owners Ed and Leanna Yoder opened the business in the
“We have attended numerous Northeast Tech BIS360 classes
Spring of 2014, in Chouteau, Okla., to provide siding, gutters,
and always learn new and innovative ways to better our
roofing, windows and other home improvement products
business,” said Leanna Yoder. “From building our brand and
and services. The business currently employs 10 people and
taking better care of our customers, to hiring, training and
ThereBusiness
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in anyConsultant
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gender
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veteran
Development
April because
Blackwell
hascolor,
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best
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is a national
very beneficial
program
with
status, sexual orientation, age, or genetic information in its programs, services, activities and employment. The following people have been designated to handle inquiries regarding
working
with
the
Yoders
to
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them
improve
their
operations
intelligent,
courteous
trainers.
We
would
highly
recommend
NTC’s non-discrimination policies: Roger Crutchfield, ATTN: Deputy Superintendent; P.O. Box 487; Pryor, Oklahoma; 74362-0487; (918)-825-7040;
roger.crutchfield@netech.edu.
and grow their business.
Northeast Tech to any small business.”

